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Editor’s NotE

Look Deeper

As we gear up for the presidential election I fear that we’re not going to have the real discussion that we as a country need 
to have. And I think mortgage lenders can learn a thing or two from this. Here’s what I mean: It surprises me that at a time 
when unemployment has been above 8% for the biggest stretch in our history since the Great Depression, wages are going 
down, more Americans are considered to be living in poverty, our national debt is ever increasing, we’re facing a global 
economic crisis, the size of government continues to increase, and on, and on, what the election seems to be focused on is 
Mitt Romney’s taxes, how companies in Mitt Romney’s blind trust outsourced jobs, the fact that Mitt Romney put his dog in 
a kennel on the roof of his car, and so on, and so on. This is not what we should be talking about folks!

Instead, both candidates should be laying out their vision for the future. Why is increasing the size of our government 
good and why is it bad? Why is increasing our national debt over a $1 trillion a year good and bad? How are we going to get 
unemployment down? How are we going to get the housing market going again? It seems to me that both candidates have 
very different ideas and overall philosophies about these fundamental questions. So, let’s talk about it and let’s put forth 
ideas that result in actual proposals to try and solve these problems. The problem is that politicians and political campaigns 
don’t look deeper into the issues, they just look for cute sound bites and catch phrases. I hope that we get a deeper dialogue 
going as Election Day nears.

What does any of this have to do with mortgage lenders? I think they act a bit like the politicians when it comes to enact-
ing real process improvement. Most lenders are not taking this time of change to really re-think their process, they’re just 
reacting to new regulation. For example, everyone is up in arms about the CFPB forms changes. Who cares? This shouldn’t 
be a huge change. The reason why it’s such a huge change is because lenders are being forced to give up traditional forms 
and they can’t deal with it. It’s like they’re married to their forms. If you’re taking this time to re-think your process and be 
more data driven the forms shouldn’t matter. 

So, I challenge lenders to look deeper, improve their process, become more data driven and shove it to the regulators 
looking to over-regulate this industry by being one step ahead instead of several steps behind. ❖

Tony Garritano 
tony@progressinlending.com

PS. Your comments are welcome. Please E-mail letters to letters@progressinlending.com. Include your name, address and 
a daytime telephone number. Letters are subject to editing and are presumed to be for publication unless the writer specifies 
otherwise.
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Are You Cutting Corners?

All data is not equal in terms of depth, 
accuracy, freshness, reliability 
and accessibility. And of course, it is 
always subject to interpretation.

Your Voice - BY elizaBeth Green

The Robustness Principal

We’ve been reading a lot about MISMO lately which is fantastic! Many of you know who 
MISMO is and some of you know what MISMO is, but, misconceptions in the industry per-
sist. For instance, many people think that because UAD and ULDD are a part of the UMDP 

and both use MISMO that they are the same. They are not, but they are in the same family. What’s the 
difference? 

The key change in philosophy in MISMO 3 versus the previous generation 2 is that the former is a 
collection of standalone data formats defined for very specific purposes. I like to describe the MISMO 
version 3 series as the all-encompassing mortgage dictionary. Any number of new and existing business 
requirements for exchanging data can be supported.

All data is not equal in terms of depth, accuracy, freshness, reliability and accessibility. And 
of course, it is always subject to interpretation. To comprehend the meaning of data and to harness 
the power of information, we need a common vocabulary. This is where MISMO comes in. Think of 
MISMO 3.2 as a central reference from which information exchange messages as well as new valuation 

services and products can be derived from. The process 
can be liberated from legacy methods that rely on propri-
etary formats and limited datasets.

MISMO 3.2 reconciles all the original MISMO ver-
sion 2 individual formats (flood, title, loan application, 
aus, etc.) into a single, holistic reference model as well 
as expands the full dataset to accommodate various new 
regulatory requirements such as SAFE Act, the new 
GFEs and hundreds of new and improved data points. 

And, while the version 2 formats remain available for use, they are no longer actively maintained by 
MISMO. But, if you need to exchange data in a particular format, say, for UCDP submission, the mes-
sage can be produced from the larger, MISMO 3.2 reference model. It is not an either/or proposition, 
although this fact is not well understood in the industry.

By way of background, the UAD provides specific data requirements for the GSE appraisal 
forms and requires the data to be provided in a proprietary format which was premised on MISMO 
Valuation Response 2.6. The format used for UAD, 2.6GSE, is only available from Fannie Mae 
and Freddie Mac.

The phrase “be conservative in what you send and liberal in what you accept” is known as the Ro-
bustness Principal or Postel’s law. In other words, code that sends commands or data to other machines 
(or to other programs on the same machine) should conform completely to the specifications, but code 
that receives input should accept non-conformant input as long as the meaning is clear. MISMO version 
3 series provides that clarity through a single data definition source.

The MISMO v3.2 Reference Model is a significant next step forward in the evolution of the MISMO 
Reference Model.  It represents all of the information introduced in versions 3.0 and 3.1 along with 
improved features and hundreds of new definitions. ❖
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William E. King is the director of valuation services at Veros Real Estate Solutions (Veros), headquartered in Santa Ana, 
Calif. His responsibilities include managing automated quality controls, overseeing appraisal rules and scoring modules, as 
well as actively monitoring the enhancement of Veros’ proprietary valuation models and risk analytics. 

Are You Cutting Corners?
While short cuts may save you lots of money upfront, in the end that approach 
often just leads to some lost opportunities.

The MISMO platform is experiencing a 
series of upgrades that are being utilized 
by industry participants in their systems.

RecoveRy Tips - By William e. King

MISMO’s Role

The Mortgage Industry Standards Maintenance Organization (MISMO) has had a significant im-
pact on the way data is stored and shared since the collapse of the housing market in 2008. MIS-
MO is transparent by design, uses a single business vocabulary and is available across the entire 

mortgage finance industry. Adoption of MISMO standards represent the most significant opportunity 
for professionals to meet industry demands for increased transparency, access to complete data sets and 
more supported analysis across the rapidly evolving mortgage finance landscape.

In 1999, MISMO was formed as an independent affiliate of the Mortgage Bankers Association with 
a goal to “coordinate the development and maintenance of internet-based Extensible Markup Language 
(XML) real estate finance specifications.” Incorporated as a 501(c)6 not-for-profit corporation staffed 
with volunteer participants, MISMO seeks to provide a common vocabulary and definitions  in the 
exchange of data in the mortgage industry to enable clear and consistent communications among pro-
fessionals.

The guidelines that MISMO’s chief architect Greg Alvord leaned on the most during its creation, 
and still today, is a focus on eliminating redundancy and multiple meanings. At Veros’ 2012 Predictive 

Methods Conference this past June, Alvord high-
lighted his mantra, the four points outlined below, 
as the essence of what MISMO does in allowing for 
the flow and communication of standardized mort-
gage data:

>>> Things with the same name are the same.
>>> Things with different names are different.
>>> Be conservative in what you send and lib-

eral in what you accept.
>>> Send what you have, I will take what I need.
Historically, mortgage information has been provided in Word or PDF documents, making the data 

difficult to extract, transfer or analyze. Electronic data standards should be software-agnostic allowing 
different systems to “talk” to each other in a common language. In this format, data can be integrated 
into a wide variety of internal systems for analysis and retrieval. 

Many proprietary languages have been developed, but typically require purchase and maintenance 
of specific software and hardware. This is not inherently bad, but it adds a layer of complexity. For ex-
ample, there are many types of word processing programs available in the market, but in most cases, if 
your computer doesn’t have the same software or the same version, users won’t be able to interact with 
each other.

MISMO creates effective data standardization and communication tools in the mortgage industry by 
promoting transparency, accuracy and efficiency. Just as the mortgage industry continues to evolve and 
move toward greater sustainability, MISMO continues to change to accommodate new industry regula-
tions and continues to play a critical role in the success of industry-wide initiatives like the Uniform 
Mortgage Data Program. ❖
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CoreLogic released its National Foreclosure Report 
for June, which provides monthly data on completed 
foreclosures and the overall foreclosure inventory. 

According to the report, there were 60,000 completed 
foreclosures in the U.S. in June 2012 compared to 80,000 in 
June 2011 and 60,000 in May 2012. Since the financial crisis 
began in September 2008, there have been approximately 3.7 
million completed foreclosures across the country. Completed 
foreclosures are an indication of the total number of homes 
actually lost to foreclosure.

Approximately 1.4 million homes, or 3.4 percent of all 
homes with a mortgage, were in the national foreclosure 
inventory as of June 2012 compared to 1.5 million, or 3.5 
percent, in June 2011. Month-over-month, the national 
foreclosure inventory was unchanged from May 2012 to June 
2012.  The foreclosure inventory is the share of all mortgaged 
homes in some stage of the foreclosure process.   

“While completed foreclosures and real-estate owned 
(REO) sales virtually offset each other over the past four 
months, producing static levels of foreclosure inventory for 
most of this year,  they are beginning to diverge again,” said 
Mark Fleming, chief economist for CoreLogic. “Over the last 
two months REO sales declined while completed foreclosures 
leveled out. So we could see foreclosure inventory rising 
going forward.” 

“The decline in the flow of completed foreclosures to pre-
financial crisis levels is more welcome news pointing to an 
emerging housing market recovery,” said Anand Nallathambi, 
president and CEO of CoreLogic. “However, we believe even 
more can be done to reduce the inventory of foreclosures by 

decreasing the level of regulatory uncertainty and expanding 
alternatives to foreclosure.” 

Highlights as of June 2012:
>>> The five states with the highest number of completed 

foreclosures for the 12 months ending in June 2012 were: 
California (125,000), Florida (91,000), Michigan (58,000), 
Texas (56,000) and Georgia (55,000). These five states account 
for 48.4 percent of all completed foreclosures nationally.

>>> The five states with the lowest number of completed 
foreclosures for the 12 months ending in June 2012 were: 
South Dakota (39), District of Columbia (81), Hawaii (449), 
North Dakota (565), and Maine (625).

>>> The five states with the highest foreclosure inventory 
as a percentage of all mortgaged homes were: Florida (11.5 
percent), New Jersey (6.5 percent), New York (5.1 percent), 
Illinois (5.0 percent) and Nevada (4.8 percent).

>>> The five states with the lowest foreclosure inventory 
as a percentage of all mortgaged homes were: Wyoming (0.6 
percent), Alaska (0.8 percent), North Dakota (0.8 percent), 
Nebraska (0.9 percent) and South Dakota (1.2 percent).

The data in this report represents foreclosure activity 
reported through June 2012. This report separates state data 
into judicial vs. non-judicial foreclosure state categories. In 
judicial foreclosure states, lenders must provide evidence to 
the courts of delinquency in order to move a borrower into 
foreclosure, while in non-judicial foreclosure states lenders 
can issue notices of default directly to the borrower without 
court intervention. This is an important distinction since 
judicial states as a rule have longer foreclosure timelines thus 
affecting foreclosure statistics. ❖

Are You Cutting Corners?
While short cuts may save you lots of money upfront, in the end that approach 
often just leads to some lost opportunities.

Market Pulse

Foreclosures May Rise Again
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Process ImProvement - By tony GarrItano

W hat will branches look like in the future? Will they even exist? The answer is: Who knows? 
And Yes. Technology was supposed to replace the underwriter after the advent of DU and LP, 
but it didn’t happen. After that technology was going to replace the broker and LO, but that 

hasn’t happened either. In this case, technology exists today to create a 100% call center environment 
instead of a branch, but most only see this as a limited model. Here’s why:

“We like the branch organization model because it fosters growth for the lender quickly,” said Brian D. 
Lynch, the founder and president of Irvine, Calif. -based Advantage Systems, a provider of accounting 
and contract management tools for the mortgage banking and real estate development industries. 

“Turning brokers into correspondents is tough. So, most lenders put the branch manager in charge, which 
requires some technology investment. An automated approach makes this possible, but when done well 
lenders can expand almost at will.”

To make the process even easier, Advantage Systems recently added an Automated Clearing House 
(ACH) processing function to its Accounting for Mortgage Bankers (AMB) system. AMB is an 
accounting system that was specifically designed for mortgage bankers to provide loan-level detail of 
accounting transactions.

The ACH application was created in response to the growing use of electronic payments. With the 
feature, lenders are able to cut costs by eliminating check processing and postage fees. The payment file 
created by the system is generated in the National Automated Clearing House Association (NACHA) 
format. As such, the file can be read by any bank supporting the NACHA format. 

The AMB system provides general ledger, accounts 
payable and report writing capabilities. A Web-based 
branch reporting module is also available for branch 
managers along with a module to calculate commissions, 
bonuses and overrides.

But technology can only go so far. “It comes down 
to that face-to-face, trusted advisor model,” added Joey 
McDuffee, director and head of marketing of origination 
vendor Wipro Gallagher Solutions. “The biggest issue 
with a branch is the infrastructure. From a technology 

perspective, you need to embrace ways to push data into the field. We’ve done a lot of work in the 
mobile space. We think mobile technology is a good way to ensure data accuracy. Branches are really 
becoming a community center, so they are relevant, and technology can play a big role in helping the 
branch provide better customer service overall.” 

Specifically, while others talk mobile, Wipro Gallagher Solutions introduced Enterprise Mobile 
Origination (elMO) a native iOS lending productivity suite for the iPad, designed to enable sales teams 
in the field to run and originate new loans of all types.

The elMO application integrates with any loan origination system (LOS), including WGS’ NetOxygen 
LOS, and provides all the tools to keep sales informed and connected to the customer. The application 
monitors leads and manages all associated contacts through the entire lending process. It maintains lead 

What will branches look like in the 
future? Will they even exist? The 
answer is: Who knows? And Yes.

Branching Out
As the mortgage industry is literally reinvented due to new rules and regs, 
the traditional branching model has to change as well.
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Origination (elMO) a native iOS lending productivity suite for the iPad, designed to enable sales teams 
in the field to run and originate new loans of all types.

The elMO application integrates with any loan origination system (LOS), including WGS’ NetOxygen 
LOS, and provides all the tools to keep sales informed and connected to the customer. The application 
monitors leads and manages all associated contacts through the entire lending process. It maintains lead 

What will branches look like in the 
future? Will they even exist? The 
answer is: Who knows? And Yes.

Branching Out
As the mortgage industry is literally reinvented due to new rules and regs, 
the traditional branching model has to change as well.
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support the production and fulfillment of value-added personalized 
products across a wide range of formats.

Professional support – maximize your marketing
Drawing on its subject matter expertise in automated marketing, 
The Turning Point offers a comprehensive range of support services 
– including Design and Copy, Pre-press Services, Template Setup and 
Data Preparation – to guarantee an unbeatable ROI.
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status, follows up on additional requirements, and requests credit 
and AVM results while creating a lead. Its alert and notification 
system monitors borrower activity via user-friendly iPad push 
notifications for the duration of the lead throughout the entire 
lending lifecycle.

The elMO application positions loan originators as consultants 
to their customers with its mapping and house price index (HPI) 
designed to offer well-informed decisioning support to borrowers 
based on the ability to map their property of choice and compare 
real estate opportunities in the geographical area.

elMO’s built-in calculators compare items, including fixed 
rate versus variable rate products, loan terms and payments while 
in the field with a borrower and engages leads with graphical 
representations of their buying power. Its reporting dashboard 
easily communicates information to loan officers and compares 
lead generation using charts representing lead status, lead 
completion and performance levels within the branch, region 
and country.

Other elMO tools include a product filter that leverages the 
product and pricing engine of choice and provides significantly 
reduced turnaround time for the origination process with 
information readily available on the iPad. Loan information 
is immediately available to processors, underwriters, funders 
and closers through the LOS via seamless real-time integration  
with elMO.

But no matter what technology lenders are embracing, mobile 
or otherwise, it all comes down to efficiency. One way to make the 
branch model the most efficient model out there is to go paperless. 

“We’ve been betting that the retail model is the winning model,” 
pointed out Sanjeev Malaney, co-founder and chief executive 
officer for Capsilon, a provider of cloud-based document sharing, 
imaging and collaboration solutions for businesses. “As a result, 
we have been focused on providing technology to enable branches 
to go paperless and still collaborate efficiently. Our lenders tell us 
that this is what they need to make their business succeed.”

Recently, tohelp lenders along, Capsilon released Katalyst 
version 7.2, an upgrade available at no additional charge to 
mortgage lenders who currently deploy Katalyst, the company’s 
electronic document system. The enhanced release enables lenders 
to further benefit from collaborative workflow efforts between 
their internal and third party participants when completing loan 
transactions with imaged loan documents.

The upgrade builds on Katalyst 7.0 and improves business 
intelligence, management of workflow modifications and further 
boosts collaboration. Katalyst 7.2 enlarges the footprint of 
business intelligence for customers by giving them the ability 
to schedule automated report distribution to various groups. 
The solution provides both a summary reporting capability that 
includes information regarding the age and number of business 
transactions, and a detailed report, which includes all the data that 
can be used in additional, more customized reports. This feature 
is important for organizations that want a birds-eye view of the 
loan folders in their pipeline distributed to them regularly without 
having to manually initiate them.

The upgrade also simplifies the way organizations deal with the 
change management of business processes. Katalyst 7.2 allows 
changes to existing loan folders to be made in bulk rather than 
one folder at a time, streamlining a process that can take hours 
into a matter of seconds. This key feature is important when 
organizations want to modify the workflow of paperless loan 
folders through their organization or reorganize their document 
retention lifecycles.

But what does the lender truly think about these technologies 
and the branching model these days? Are they fully invested in 
a more modern, technology-savvy branch model after all? “With 
our organization, the branch model allows us to focus more on 
the purchase world,” noted Kevin Stitt, founder and president of 
Tulsa, Okla.-based Gateway Mortgage Group LLC, a complete 
end-to-end mortgage banking firm that specializes in originations, 
servicing and correspondent lending. “The call center model 
works better for just refinances. The branch model also allows us 
to create branding and put our name on the side of a building to 
establish our company in a local neighborhood. We like it.”

And most technology vendors are hearing the same thing 
from other lenders. “Branches are not going away,” concluded 
McDuffee at Wipro Gallagher Solutions. “We are researching the 
location-based servicing piece. What does that mean? If a borrower 
or an LO wants to take or compete an app we offer technology 
to make that possible anywhere. Technology can extend the 
capability of mortgage lenders. Technology should offer a single 
view to anyone working the file in the lender’s office, as well as the 
borrower sitting at home looking for a status update. You want to 
provide a self-service mortgage and be a trusted advisor.”

So, I guess branches are here to stay. ❖

Tony Garritano is Chairman and Founder of PROGRESS in Lending. As a speaker Tony has worked hard to inform 
executives about how technology should be a tool used to further business objectives. For over 10 years he has worked 
as a journalist, researcher and speaker. He can be reached via e-mail at tony@progressinlending.com.
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Future trends - By roger gudoBBa

The question is ‘What is Strategy’? A recent article in Strategy + Business described it this way: 
“Strategy is different from vision, mission, goals, priorities and plans. It is the result of choices executives 
make, on where to play and how to win, to maximize long-term value. It goes on to say to define the 
fundamentals of your business strategy you need only to answer three questions.

1. Who is your target customer?
2. What is the value proposition to that customer?
3. What are the essential capabilities needed to deliver that value proposition?
Without clear and coherent answers to these three questions, you may have an exciting vision, a 

compelling mission, clear goals, and an ambitious strategic plan with many actions under way, but you 
won’t have a strategy.”

Competitive strategy has a narrower scope than business strategy. Business strategy not only concerns 
the issue of how to compete, but also embraces functional area strategies, how management plans to 
respond to changing industry conditions of all kinds (not just those that are competition-related), and 
how management intends to address the full range of strategic issues confronting the business.

Why do you need a clear strategy? As the creation of knowledge became more accessible, the infor-
mation that was exclusive to incumbents became 
available to all. This has put pressure on companies 
to have clear strategies. Unless companies have a 
clear vision about how they are going to be dis-
tinctly different and unique from their competitors 
in offering something different to their customers, 
they are going to get eaten by the competition.

According to Michael Porter there are three principles of competitive strategy:
#1. It’s not just a matter of being better at what you do; it’s a matter of being different at what you do. 

If everybody is competing on the same set of variables, then the standard gets higher but no company 
gets ahead. The basis of the competitive strategy is to get ahead of others. The companies that will be 
true market leaders will be those that don’t just optimize within an industry, but that actually reshape and 
redefine their industry. The important aspect is to try to shape the nature of competition and compete on 
your own rules.

#2. The second principle is that good strategy makes the company different and gives it a unique posi-
tion. Unique position can be achieved through the delivery of a particular mix of value to some customer 
groups, which are a subset of a market. The fundamental principle here is that you can’t be above average 
if you want to please the entire market. A company can’t be everything to all people and do a very good 
job of it. Strategy is about picking some options from the available choices. Companies need to decide 
what particular kind of value they want to deliver to which customers.

#3. The third principle is that it’s just not good enough to be different. You have got to be different in 
ways that involve trade-offs with other ways of being different. If a company wants to serve a particular 
target customer group with a particular definition of value, this must be inconsistent with delivering 
other types of value to other customers. Otherwise it will be easy for competitors to replicate or imitate 

If everybody is competing on the same 
set of variables, then the standard gets 
higher but no company gets ahead.

Competitive Strategy
Think about these two questions for a minute: What is your Competitive 
Strategy? What direction is it taking you?
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the value, which you offer. If there are no trade-offs between what 
your competitors do and what your company does then everyone 
is competing for the same customers using the same value proposi-
tion and it is called a loser’s game.

Successful companies need to take these three items to heart. 
Why? In my experience, in general, companies do not like to make 
choices, which limit their product range, and narrow the range of 
value they can deliver to their customers. And this unwillingness 
to make choices is one of the big obstacles to creating a focused 
winning strategy.

The key to any innovative company is to have a good strategic 
vision, which gives it a distinctive position. Innovation means 
offering things in different ways, creating new combinations of 
value offered, to further reinforce the strategic intent of the organi-
zation. Innovation doesn’t mean small, incremental improvements 
(these are just part of being a dynamic organization). Innovation is 
about finding new ways of combining things generally. The essen-
tial core of strategy is cross-functional or cross-activity integration 
that enhances organizational capacity to link and integrate activi-
ties across the whole value chain and to achieve complementarities 
across many activities.

When we think about how these principles relate to our industry, 
we should start by looking at the PROGRESS in Lending Inno-
vations winners this year. For example, you might not see much 
innovation going on in the LOS space because those companies 
are just so focussed on compliance, but that was not the case with 
MortgageFlex.

Recognizing that the lending industry would never be the same 
after the last industry down time and lenders would need smarter 
and more efficient solutions, MortgageFlex developed an offering 
that isn’t just new technology but a new solutions approach. One 
that addresses everything a lender needs to respond quickly and 
easily to the ever-changing rules and regulations and the demands 
of tech savvy borrowers while continuing to increase revenue. 
Traditionally, technology vendors simply upgrade to the latest 
platform (DOS > Windows > .NET) and tout the advantages. And 
while the latest advantages are numerous, there still needed to be 
a support solution paradigm shift to accommodate the lending 
transformation that has occurred. Just upgrading technology is not 
enough to be successful anymore; lenders need flexible pricing op-
tions, secure hosting choices and experienced resources. In short, 
they need a strong partner with new answers. To meet these needs, 
MortgageFlex redesigned not only the LoanQuest product offering 

but looked internally and evaluated their resources and processes.
In current market conditions, it is imperative for lenders to 

manage expenses while doing everything they can to effectively 
improve their pull through percentage. Embedded LoanQuest 
technologies such as Windows Workflow Foundation, data aggre-
gation from third parties and image management help insure the 
quality of the origination while managing expenses. The workflow 
automation component can be used to ensure effective and timely 
communications are issued between the lender, consumer, and 
third parties. In addition, the automation can be used to perform 
routine and repetitive tasks, such as compliance audits, service 
orders, and document generation. Users can select a single, repeti-
tive step and automate it, in minutes. MortgageFlex had a sound 
strategy and really innovated.

Certainly, servicing is in need of both strategy and innovation. 
That’s why we as judges also decided to recognize Five Brothers 
as a top innovation. Over the past couple of years we have experi-
enced serve economic challenges. This has been difficult on every-
one, including municipalities. To combat this situation municipali-
ties have turned to implementing a wave of new regulations, and 
municipal codes requiring strict vacant property registration. Each 
municipality across the country has added their own requirements 
and penalties for not adhering to these strict vacant property re-
quirements. Resulting in fines and fees for non-compliance. 

To provide an effective and powerful tool, Five Brothers Default 
Management solutions has applied over 40 years of default man-
agement expertise, deep knowledge and working experience with 
municipalities, and advanced technology to deliver the industry an 
innovative vacant property registration solution. This Web-based 
system leverages the most advanced vacant property registration 
database to deliver 24/7 solutions to servicers to ease their burden 
of handling vacant property registration. That takes strategy and 
innovation.

Let me leave you with this final thought: “A company does 
not gain by imitating or cloning a competitor’s strategy. The best 
competitive position to be in is to have no competition. That posi-
tion can only be achieved by not playing the game the way your 
competitors play the game, but rather by formulation and deploy-
ing a distinctive strategy that changes the rules in your favor. The 
companies that will prosper and outpace their competitors during 
the next two decades will be those that will be able to out-think 
their competitors strategically, not out-muscle them operationally.” 

– From Strategy Pure and Simple II, by Michel Robert. ❖

Roger Gudobba has over 25 years of mortgage experience. He is CEO at PROGRESS in Lending and Chief Strategy 
Officer at technology vendor Compliance Systems. Roger is an advocate of data standardization and a more data-
driven approach to mortgage. Roger can be reached via e-mail at rgudobba@compliancesystems.com.
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Business strategies - By Michael haMMond

I’m on LinkedIn and you probably are, too. Everyone is on LinkedIn these days. However, most 
people just see LinkedIn as a directory and that’s how they use it. If that’s how you use LinkedIn, 
you’re missing out. LinkedIn can be so much more.

In an article entitled “Harness The Power of LinkedIn In 10 Simple Steps” by Cendrine Marrouat, she 
says that “people visit LinkedIn to connect with business professionals in their niche. While Facebook 
and Twitter are more “social” and relaxed when it comes to networking with individuals, the social 
networking site favors serious interactions, which makes it an excellent tool for branding purposes.”

Her first tip is to complete your LinkedIn profile. “A thorough profile is essential on LinkedIn, even 
more so than on any other social networking site. So, do not be stingy. List everything that you have 
done in your life: jobs, collegiate experience, groups, associations, honors, awards, etc. Your LinkedIn 
profile is like an online résumé that you or others can forward to connections, and why not potential 
employers?” she adds.

The second tip involves you showing off a bit. She recommends posting a professional photo. A profile 
without a professional photo is useless. If you cannot show your face, how can you expect people to trust 
you? So, make sure that you put your best shot forward, Marrouat advises.

Another helpful way to get the most out of 
LinkedIn is to get involved in Groups. LinkedIn 
Groups are great tools to find new connections 
relevant to your niche, as well as interesting 
topics of discussion. Join as many as possible 
and start interacting without being pushy about 
your services/products.

Also, Marrouat says that LinkedIn recom-
mendations are usually taken very seriously. Ask for and give them to people you know, not strangers 
you have just added to your contact list. As a professional entrepreneur on a professional network, your 
credibility is at stake. So, use common sense. Many social media experts also recommend taking advan-
tage of the message option to connect with people in your list. If you must send a group message, be 
polite and make the content personal. You may also want to disable the feature where everyone can see 
the entire distribution list.

Marrouat points out that you should invite a lot of relevant people to connect with you. However, 
avoid using the generic default message (“I’d like to add you to my professional network on LinkedIn”) 
and write a short but professional paragraph. Similarly, LinkedIn Questions are a great opportunity for 
professionals to share their knowledge. I strongly recommend that you complement your answers with 
links to your own articles. LinkedIn works like a blog: The more solid content you share with others, the 
more trustworthy you become.

LinkedIn should be a natural extension of your business. For example, why not add your Twitter 
stream or your latest blog entries? And remember your manners. Do not forget to be polite and  
professional at all times when you interact on LinkedIn. Facebookers and Tweeps might be forgiving, 
LinkedIn members will not be. Lastly, Marrouat emphasizes the importance of promoting your LinkedIn 
URL everywhere.

LinkedIn Groups are great tools to find 
new connections relevant to your niche, 
as well as interesting topics of discussion.

The Power Of LinkedIn
You may not think of LinkedIn as a way to grow your mortgage business, 
but you would be wrong if that’s how you feel.
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Great, so now we know how to be active on LinkedIn. Your 
response to me now might be to say something like: “Michael, I 
do all those things but I still don’t see how I can use LinkedIn to 
get more business in the door.” There is a way.

In an article entitled “7 Ways to Prospect for New Customers 
With LinkedIn” by Brian Carter, he says there’s likely more new 
business for you on LinkedIn than you’re currently tapping. Here 
are seven ways to find new customers with LinkedIn, as detailed 
by Carter:

#1: Develop Connections and Meet Second-Degree 
Connections: The people you’ve connected to directly on LinkedIn 
are called first-degree connections. This is your immediate network. 
You can increase your network by clicking on “Add Connections” 
and giving LinkedIn temporary access to your email or by 
pasting your emails in. The people connected to your first-degree  
connections are your second-degree connections. After you warm 
up first-degree connections, you can turn their second-degree 
connections into first-degree connections via introductions, or 
simply by e-mailing or phoning them and mentioning the first-
degree connection.

#2: Watch the Newsfeed for Warm Relationships: Many 
people ignore the LinkedIn newsfeed in favor of other parts of 
the site, but you can filter the newsfeed to show only news from 
new connections. If you see that one of your connections has just 
connected to someone you’d like to connect with, now is a good 
time to ask for an introduction.

#3: Jump on Recommendations and Get Introduced: You 
can also filter the newsfeed by recommendations, although it’s a 
bit more manual. If someone just gave or received a recommenda-
tion, there’s a lot of positivity in that relationship and you have 
a better chance succeeding at an introduction to the person who 
made the recommendation.

#4: Mine LinkedIn Groups and LinkedIn Answers for New 
Business: Be sure to be helpful, not salesy. Focus on how you can 
add to the conversation. Don’t focus on your own company and 
its offerings. You can mention your company’s specialty, but it’s 
better to make that 10-20% of the content you share. Make sure 
the other 80-90% is about helping the other person solve his or  

her problems. 
#5: Hunt for Prospects with Advanced Search: This is one of 

the most exciting aspects of LinkedIn, but use it with care. Linke-
dIn’s Advanced Search allows you to search LinkedIn for anyone, 
on many criteria, even if you don’t know them. You might need to 
request an introduction or send an InMail (if there’s cold-calling 
on LinkedIn, this is it).

When you start doing Advanced Searches, you’ll need to 
use your definition of what a high-quality lead is for you or  
your company:

• Who are the buyers in the companies you sell to?
• What’s their job title?
• What’s their seniority level?
• How big is their company?
• Are they in specific industries?

#6: Map the Target Company: If you’re following up on a 
lead from your company’s advertising or marketing campaigns, 
you may need to network your way through a company to find the 

“economic buyer” (final decision-maker) who will use the solution 
you’re selling and who might have influence over the purchasing 
decision.

You can go to the company’s LinkedIn page and take a look at 
its employees. What if you know one of them, or went to the same 
school? Even if they aren’t the decision-maker you’re looking for, 
they might play a role as an advocate (what some sales profession-
als call a “coach”), give you information about corporate structure 
and recommend you deeper into the company.

#7: Reach Decision-Makers: If you find people in the target 
company who are willing to help you, a positive conversation 
that demonstrates how you’ll help their company (and serve their 
interests) could lead to LinkedIn introductions to other folks in 
the company, or their phone numbers. Even if you get the phone 
numbers directly from the last person you talked to, or from Data.
com, you can use LinkedIn to look each person up and get to know 
a bit about them before calling.

So, if you use LinkedIn to the fullest, you can actually grow 
your business using this tool. ❖

Michael Hammond is chief strategy officer at PROGRESS in Lending Association and the founder and president of 
NexLevel Advisors. NexLevel provides solutions in business development, strategic selling, marketing, public relations 
and social media. He can be reached at mhammond@nexleveladvisors.com.

LinkedIn should be a natural extension of your business. For example, 
why not add your Twitter stream or your latest blog entries?
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Is Here

I n July 2012 we officially entered a new era for the mort-
gage industry – the true digital loan age. It may not feel any 

different, as the transition went very smoothly from all reports, 
but it truly is a new age thanks to the Uniform Loan Delivery 
Dataset, the ULDD. Loans submitted to Freddie Mac and Fan-
nie Mae must now be delivered in completely digital electronic 
form, and that is a true milestone with the potential to change 
the way investors look at loans now and in the future.

Digital
lenDing 

By Kelli Himebaugh
The ULDD brings a new standard of 
data integrity and transparency to 
the business in preparation for the 
next wave of change.
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The ULDD brings a new standard of 
data integrity and transparency to the 
mortgage business in preparation for the 
next wave of change when the GSEs are 
no longer the sole investors in American 
homeownership. To be tempted back, pri-
vate investors will demand verified quality 
both in the loans themselves and the way 
they are serviced, as well as the transpar-
ency needed to back it all up. They will 
also want to evaluate those things them-
selves, using their own experts rather than 
relying on Wall Street or its controlled 
third parties to do it for them.  

That is really what it is all about, is it 
not? Like the line in The Right Stuff, when 
astronaut Gus Grissom referred to the 
space program’s dependency on funding: 

“No bucks – no Buck Rogers.” It is quite 
the same in our industry; without funds to 
lend, everything grinds to a halt and we 
become a nation of renters once again.  

The often-neglected piece of that loan 
quality, integrity and transparency puzzle 
is servicing, the lengthy period following 
the successful creation of a quality loan. 
It is one thing to have a successful wed-
ding and quite another to have a successful 
long-term marriage, after all. The latter 
takes hard work and large amounts of trust, 
which is in short supply among the pension 
funds and other investors in regard to resi-
dential mortgage backed securities. The 
mortgage crisis showed us that the servic-
ing paradigm was ill prepared for a large 
number of loans to go bad at one time, and 
data flaws were among the weaknesses. 
Causes for servicing problems were many, 
but objective evaluations found that data 

integrity was very often compromised by 
the need for manual data reentry. The hu-
man interaction, so necessary for effective 
loan servicing, becomes a weakness when 
it comes to rekeying information.

True digital lending brings precision 
to all stages of the loan process. The 
origination side has been largely digital 
for years, even with loans “papered out” 
at signing. The inputs have been made 
digital by LOS software providing a 
(mostly) single point of data entry for file 
creation and maintenance. By having the 
essential information in a single place and 
using it to create exhibits, forms and third 
party service orders, mistakes have been 
minimized and transaction speed has been 
increased in origination. By having those 

digital files delivered to investors using 
the ULDD, the secondary marketing and 
oversight aspects are now digital, which 
means a great deal of flexible transparency 
and control has been placed in the justifi-
ably concerned hands of investors. While 
the ULDD initially affects only files for 
the GSEs, the agencies have standardized 
industry forms and practices for genera-
tions, so it is reasonable to expect that the 
ULDD will set the standard going forward. 
Even though it will no doubt be tweaked 
over time, the adoption of the ULDD is a 
highly significant event in our industry’s 
evolution. 

With thousands of bits of digital infor-
mation now available, almost infinite pos-
sibilities are presented for analysts desir-
ing to slice and dice the data for reporting 
and predictive modeling. Investment deci-
sions will be triggered by pre-purchase 

analysis, as will portfolio substitution 
requirements and product-driven pool 
formation. Antifraud database crosschecks 
and verification products will be ordered 
and performed with great speed and auto-
mation, creating an environment of confi-
dence in the investment community that 
can redefine mortgages as a first choice for 
investors once again.  

But, paraphrasing Stan Lee, with great 
data availability comes great responsibili-
ty, so systems that use it over the long haul 
must be safe, secure, and audited regularly 
to reassure investors who depend on them.

With more lenders looking beyond loan 
origination to loan servicing, digital lend-
ing now includes the loan servicing soft-
ware systems (LSS) that will help them 
migrate into this largely unfamiliar terri-
tory. Loan servicing is a natural extension 
of lending and was practiced by virtually 
all mortgage bankers up through the 1970s 
and into the 1980s when subservicing be-
came the rule for most non-banks. But it is 
back and for many good reasons, not the 
least of which is the enhanced control lend-
ers can have over their futures. The current 
crisis has shown that when servicers err, all 
parties to the loan can be held accountable, 
so accepting the responsibility of servicing 
loans can actually reduce risk in the minds 
of many. But servicing requires technol-
ogy, and not simply the basic accounting 
functions that might have sufficed in a 
former era. It needs the same kind of LSS 
sophistication and horsepower we find in 
the modern LOS, and it has to be acces-
sible for smaller depository and mid-tier 
mortgage lenders.

“End-to-end” is a familiar term for techies 
and non-technical people alike, particularly 
in reference to loan origination software 

“Loans submitted to Freddie Mac and 
Fannie Mae must now be delivered 
in completely digital electronic form, 
and that is a true milestone.”
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systems, the workhouse technology of 
every loan origination company. It used 
to mean an all-in-one solution that to 
some appeared to be a jack-of-all-trades 
but master of none. Recent years have 
seen that perception evaporate, as end-to-
end systems became more sophisticated 
and largely upstaged the bolted-together 
approaches of system integrators and 
consultants. “End-to-end” and “best of 
breed” have blurred together at this point, 

particularly with cloud delivery allowing 
great sophistication in the modern product.  

With servicing now becoming a top pri-
ority for many lenders, the emerging term 
is “End-to-end-to-end,” or E2E2E. The 
extra “2E” refers to the servicing step and, 
more subtly, using the power of digital 
lending to its fullest advantage.

Most people think that it is an easy thing 
for systems to talk to one another.  It is 
not, even when systems have undergone 
integrations so that they speak the same 
language. For example, when a native 
French speaker tries English, the words 
might be correct but the accent may make 
the person difficult to understand. When 
disparate systems are integrated, they may 
suffer similar comprehension problems 
that can lead to difficult, even disastrous 
results. In this era of bright spotlights on 
loan servicing and contentious consumer-
ist sentiment, it doesn’t take much on the 
part of servicers to generate animosity 
from customers and the public.  

One place trouble often starts is in the 
process of boarding a loan to the servic-
ing system. The data stream comes off the 
LOS with metadata codes and data field 

maps that do not naturally coincide with 
the system it is now entering for servic-
ing. Someone, in what is usually a manual 
process, has to match data points in the 
loan information to the equivalents in the 
LSS. It is an arduous process, often requir-
ing third party assistance when there are 
a number of loans involved. Even when 
systems have gone through integrations to 
avoid these issues, problems nevertheless 
appear. Fixing them is a hidden cost in the 

process, but one that makes a great deal 
of sense when fully considered. Liken it 
to moving about your home in the evening 
as usual – when the lights suddenly go off. 
Even though you know the map of your 
home, you find yourself disoriented and 
bumping into things. Now consider the 
effects if you come across the down stair-
case unexpectedly in the darkness, and the 
potential for disaster this scenario entails.

E2E2E means that all of the software 
involved, from origination to the collec-
tion of payments and delinquency control, 
are all functioning on systems designed 
to work together. Since there aren’t very 
many out there that do all this, particularly 
priced for the smaller and mid-market 

lender/servicer, E2E2E is often used 
loosely to refer to LOS and LSS systems 
that have worked well together over time. 
But most of these are geared more toward 
larger origination shops and less toward 
the regional credit union or mortgage bank. 
Better alternatives are available today.

True E2E2E can make all the difference 
to lenders feeling intimidated by the pros-
pect of shopping for servicing technology. 
Trying to figure out all the variables is 
complex, on a par with understanding air-
fare pricing practices or Einstein’s Theory 
of Relativity. But linking loan origination 
with loan servicing software is much 
easier if the solutions have been developed 
with an E2E2E mindset. It gets even better 
when the base platforms are cloud-based 
and friendly for mobile devices and social 
media, as third party services and customer 
contact alternatives are greatly expanded. 
These tools are as useful in loan servicing 
as they are in origination, and when loans 
go delinquent or into default, cloud-based 
services can save tremendous amounts of 
time and effort.  

As with the modern LOS, the E2E2E 
addition of LSS capabilities has brought 
new levels of utility and sophistication to 
a market segment that really needs them. 
Consumers have been showing preferenc-
es for smaller lenders and depositories of 
late because their personal service levels 
are often superior to those of the big-box 
banks. Now, in the era of digital lending 
and E2E2E loan software platforms that 
are accessible to lenders of virtually all 
sizes, consumer-focused lenders have 
even more tools at their disposal. The 
competitive field is rapidly being leveled, 
thanks to technology.  ❖

“The mortgage crisis showed us 
that the servicing paradigm was ill 
prepared for a large number of loans 
to go bad at one time.”

About the Author
Kelli Himebaugh is corporate vice president of 
Mortgage Builder Software of Southfield, MI, the 
award-winning provider of the Mortgage Builder LOS 
and G/Serv LSS platforms.  She can be reached at 
K.Himebaugh@MortgageBuilder.com.
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Depth 

The combination of both special 
servicers and technology gives 
mortgage servicers an edge.

Bench
  on the

S ports metaphors are overused in business – just  
read any business book, particularly those about 

businesses facing extreme challenges. But when it 
comes to servicing, they can be apt because no one 
wins championships in team sports without depth on 
the bench. Coaches will tell you that while starters are 
the first lines of offense and defense, they get hurt, they 
have streaks and they seldom play every game through-
out the season. In the mortgage business, the primary 
servicers are most certainly starters when the loans are 
closed; it is their job to position the team to win. But 
when certain situations arise, they call upon role players 
with particular skill sets and special expertise to back 
them up and give them an edge. No surprise they are 
known as “special servicers.”

Mortgages are made anticipating repayment on 
almost all transactions and defaults on very few. This 
expectation historically has led to the foundations of 
the servicing paradigm we operated under for gen-
erations, the same one that was rudely surprised by the 
overwhelming numbers of defaults that started in 2007. 
Things continued to get worse, and this ultimately had 
less to do with badly made loans than with disappearing 
jobs in a worsening economy. Whatever their causes, the 
effects were felt quickly and dramatically by the inves-
tor community and by the servicers that were counted 
on to provide the first, second and third lines of defense 
against losses. It was time to go to the bench for help.

Special and component servicers have been around 
for a long time, but filled a somewhat different niche 
prior to the mortgage collapse. They were often inves-
tors in distressed loans, motivated to find ways to bring 
value back to the assets using strategies that were mostly 
unavailable to other servicers. What worked over time 
was time itself – and the high-touch approach that 
enabled specialists to understand closely what was go-
ing on both in the borrowers’ lives and in their minds. 
Special servicers began to build technology assistance 
to bolster their efforts, often layering on systems that 
played to their strengths in managing defaults. By the 
time the nation’s time-honored lending system faltered 
on a massive scale, much of the theory and practice from 
years of special servicing had been formed, and was 
ready to pay off for the mainstream industry.

Wingspan Portfolio Advisors was born out of the need 
felt so quickly by the primary servicing community, and 
its formation was well timed to take advantage of both 
established and emerging technologies. Duke Olrich, 
who had founded DRI Default Management Systems 
back during the savings and loan crisis of the 1980s, 
had built a system that proved enormously useful in the 

By Ed Delgado
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years leading up to the collapse. Novel  
approaches to results-oriented central-
ized data warehousing were baked in to 
the Wingspan platform. Web-based tech-
nologies enabled vendor contributions and 
stakeholder visibility that created new lev-
els of needed transparency for servicing.  
All of these capabilities blended with the 
concepts of “psychological equity” to pro-
duce immediate results for servicers, in-
vestors, mortgage insurers and borrowers.

“Psychological Equity” is important to 
understand in order to appreciate the spe-
cial servicers’ core competencies and their 
place in today’s servicing environment. It 

has much to do with high-touch dealings 
with people under stress, but there is a 
great deal more involved, as well as tech-
nology. Psychological equity encompasses 
all of the non-financial investments people 
make in their homes, which when under-
stood completely, can mean more to the 
overall picture than the dollars themselves. 
This equity includes the memories built in 
the home, the relationships that have been 
forged with neighbors among children and 
adults, the involvement in local schools, 
the commitments to youth sports teams, 
the block parties, the backyard cookouts, 
the sleepovers, the neighborhood game 
nights – all the things that make a house 
a home and more. It also includes the re-
alities of where the next residence would 
be if the current home were to be lost to 
foreclosure. In many cases, it will not be a 
single family home with a similar lifestyle, 
but an apartment that offers far less space 
and amenities. There are moving costs to 
consider, school changes and many other 
considerations that profoundly affect fami-
lies and relationships. 

Part of understanding psychological 
equity comes from understanding empathy 

and the human connection made with the 
borrower. Another part comes from having 
information at one’s fingertips to provide 
borrowers who often have given up some 
real, tangible hope. For example, if a bor-
rower has the means to make partial pay-
ments or can handle a loan modification’s 
terms, but has lost faith in the home’s fi-
nancial value, the psychological equity can 
make all the difference. When the loan res-
olution consultant cites economic trends in 
the area based on data available on their 
screen that supports improving values 6-12 
months out, the modified loan becomes a 
lifeline. Experience has shown us that 

lifelines are most often grasped and held 
onto tightly when hope is there, and this 
process is far more effective than a loan 
mod offer showing up in an impersonal 
courier envelope. With technology and 
skill, long conversations can turn into re-

newed commitment to keeping the home. 
When that’s not possible, other foreclosure 
alternatives are explored that result in a 
departure with dignity and a sooner return 
to purchase eligibility. As Wingspan CEO 
and president Steven Horne has said, “One 
of the things we developed at Wingspan 
was a culture that’s consumer-centric and 
strategy-focused at all times.” 

Given the size of the problem facing 
servicers nationwide in recent years, 
positive results alone were not enough 

coming off the bench. They needed scale. 
And with the mixed messages and finely 
detailed process requirements of the 
various government programs intended 
to help borrowers, rapid response carried 
a high degree of difficulty. Dealing with 
problem borrowers on an individualized 
basis, patiently answering questions 
and building trust to reach a positive 
outcome, is the special servicer’s stock in 
trade. Handling thousands of panicking 
borrowers who are not accustomed to being 
in distressed situations is monumental. The 
special servicers equipped with the latest 
technology were able to provide amazing 
scale with remarkable speed.

Infrastructure combined with data and 
workflow was key to making this possible. 
In Wingspan’s experience, the company 
was able to grow five times its 2010 size 
during 2011, when servicers needed 
it most. Finding people is challenging 
enough, but how does a company hire, 
train and deploy hundreds of people in 
a month to meet the requirements of a 
servicer under the guns of multiple federal 
and state regulators? Then again the month 
after, to handle a consumer complaint 
escalation and resolution program that 
might spare a servicer a class action? The 

Consent Orders spurred another set of 
needs by requiring foreclosure audits and 
procedural consulting under an aggressive 
timeframe. These situations were made 
workable by a technology infrastructure 
that enabled orderly and rapid expansion 
into new space with new people, their 
training on the platform’s workflows and 
their induction into the ranks. Without the 
technology tools, this high quality response 
would simply not have been possible, any 
more than it would have been achievable 

“Experience has shown us that 
lifelines are most often grasped and 
held onto tightly when hope is there.”

“With technology and skill, long 
conversations can turn into renewed 
commitment to keeping the home.”
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without the expertise.
The mortgage industry has come to rely 

on the bench strength provided by special 
servicers to give them the edge needed to 
lead the way out of this crisis. Most under-
stand that it cannot happen without hous-
ing to provide its cascade of employment 
and economic benefits, and our industry’s 
financial health is the nation’s number one 
job-building priority. With the govern-
ment understandably eager to be out of 
the home finance business, private capital 
needs assurances that risks are managed 
well on both sides of the ball. Origination 
quality control has seldom if ever been 
more stringent, and servicing is evolving 
more quickly than ever in the face of new 
regulatory pressures. Special servicers 
have established themselves both in con-
cept and in practice, with success-driven 

compensation models that complement the 
traditional structures of primary servicers. 
Investors understand that extra compensa-
tion for default handling does not work 
well with the traditional primary servicing 
paradigm, as an inherent conflict of inter-
est is created that cannot be ignored.  

But with special and component ser-
vicers on the bench and completely able to 
support a variety of extraordinary circum-

stances with scalability, compliance and 
positive results, such conflicts evaporate. 
A great deal more becomes possible for all 
participants with funds at risk, as well as 
for borrowers with homes and family fu-
tures in the balance. Special servicers have 
served as living laboratories for possi-
bilities in the new servicing paradigm, and 
with the help of technology, have earned 
their place on the varsity. ❖
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through to completion requires both. 
The loan process at its core is a se-

ries of steps that must occur in sequence, 
each building on the next. Every single 
link in the chain is essential; it is vital 
that all of the links work together in 
unison to fashion the most seamless 
process possible. And it all starts with 
the loan officer, whose contact with the 
borrower is crucial.

Loan officers who do their jobs thor-
oughly kick off the loan process smooth-
ly. Those who take immediate control of 
a potential loan make sure to do their due 
diligence – yield the best results. They 
don’t just check boxes and bury their 
noses in application forms when judging 
whether a loan deserves approval. They 
talk to borrowers and get to know them 
well, learning the subtleties that will ulti-

mately craft each borrower’s perfect loan. 
Successful LOs make certain that their 
borrowers understand the entire loan pro-
cess from start to finish, including timing 
and deadlines, and they realize that they 
must ensure that each borrower delivers 
the necessary documents needed to com-
plete their file. 

Borrowers don’t always know what 
kind of information they must provide, 
but loan officers do. Those LOs who give 
helpful explanations and lay out clear ex-
pectations will pass borrowers smoothly 
down the line through processing, under-
writing, and beyond. If there are gaps in 
information, savvy LOs identify what is 
needed and know how to pursue the de-
tails in order to fill in the blanks. Rather 
than waiting for borrowers to volunteer 
information, a thorough LO will ask for 

it up front and avoid playing catch-up. It’s 
the LO’s job to explain the loan’s intri-
cacies to the borrower and to be able to 
forge a positive relationship that will last 
throughout the entire loan process. 

The paper trail on the path to an ide-
al loan must be perfect. It goes beyond 
names, contact information and social 
security numbers. It’s the very first step 
in the process, and it gets the borrower 
in the right state of mind to provide ev-
ery financial detail imaginable. A savvy 
LO gets the borrower on board with clear 
checklists of necessary documents. The 
borrower will need to provide two years 
of employment history including current 
proof of employment – complete with 
names and addresses of each employer 
and income earned as well as a current pay 
stub; two or more months of bank state-
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vices that can surf the web regardless of 
the operating system or brand of phone. 
According to comScore in their 2011 
State of Online and Mobile Banking re-
port, web apps are the dominant channel 
used to access banking-related services 
from a mobile device. Web apps offer two 
significant advantages: 1) they can be up-
dated without the need for the customer 
to take any action, and 2) account infor-
mation can be stored on a secure server 
rather than on the mobile device.

BuIld OR Buy

When jumping into the waters of mobile 
lending, lenders will have to decide how 
to develop, launch, and support the ap-
plication. Fortunately, this isn’t as scary 
a prospect as it was just a few years ago. 
As with most IT projects, it comes down 
to evaluating build versus buy scenarios. 
Building entails developing a custom ap-
plication yourself or commissioning a 
third party to do so, and then taking on the 
hosting and maintenance responsibility. 
Buying allows the lender to take advan-
tage of vendor-developed applications, 
many of which are offered on a software-
as-a-service (SaaS) consumption model.

Few lenders have the luxury of excess 
capital budgets and resources that would 
be required to build, host and maintain 
an in-house solution. Fewer still have 
resources readily available to develop 
and integrate a mobile channel into their 
lending workflow. For most lenders, the 
path with the lowest initial capital outlay, 
simplest integration, and shortest time 
to market is a SaaS solution. However, 
there are several factors lenders should 
consider when evaluating SaaS options 
for mobile lending. Based on hundreds of 
SaaS-based solutions that eLynx has put 
in place for our clients, these are some of 
the most important considerations we’d 
suggest:

<<< Custom branding. Most lend-
ers have established a certain look and 
feel to their brand, and if the lender’s 
mobile presence does not inherit that 
look and feel, users are likely to be 
confused, or even worse, mistrustful of 

the communication.
<<< Incorporate other lending and 

banking products. Leverage the mobile 
channel to include all of the customer’s 
interaction with the lender, including car 
loans, lines of credit, payments, and de-
posits. 

<<< Integration with lending work-
flow. The advantages available from the 
mobile channel can be lost if there isn’t 
a seamless integration with your estab-
lished workflow. Loan processers should 
not have to do anything different for a 
customer who elects to use the mobile 
channel for some or all of their interac-
tions with the lender. 

<<< Consistent user experience. The 
user experience should be the same across 
all of the online channels used to interact 
with the lender, from a smartphone to a 
tablet device to a laptop computer.

Jump In?
Each financial institution has its own cri-
teria for determining when to invest in 
new technology but there are growing in-
dications that the time is ripe for a well 
thought-out venture into mobile lending. 
In addition, there are deployment options 
available to financial institutions that can 
reduce the risk of taking the plunge. Mo-
bile will not replace the channels financial 
institutions currently use to interact with 
their customers. But by adding mobile ca-
pabilities that are in line with usage pref-
erences and trends, lenders can strengthen 
customer relationships and make it easier 
to conduct business. In a competitive en-
vironment, this customer-centric focus 
can make the difference between custom-
ers remaining loyal to their financial insti-
tution or seeking out one that is more in 
touch with current technology. ❖

Alec Cheung is Vice President of Marketing at eLynx where he is 
responsible for product management, corporate marketing and 
corporate communications. Alec is a seasoned B2B marketer with 14 
years of experience in software and outsourced business services. He is 
passionate about customer experience and service delivery. Alec earned 
a BA in Economics and an MBA degree from UCLA.
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Over the past couple of years, we have authored many articles on the need for change in the 
mortgage industry and how progress in lending is evolving. There have been articles on the 
various generations and how they view mortgage lending, both from a management per-

spective and from a consumer perspective. We have talked about innovation; entrepreneurship; 
leadership challenges; the importance of focusing on corporate culture during mergers and 
acquisitions; technologies evolving and the need for more integrity in the industry. Creating 
structure around corporate change creates the cement that holds the organization together 
as it moves into excellence. 

There are *four foundational building blocks to creating a structure. Most companies 
have some of these in place already and may find value simply going back and review-
ing them on a regular basis while others could benefit from shaking it up and breaking 
down the model giving it some new energy or a whole new focus and way of being. 
The four blocks are: 

• Vision – which frames a shared picture of what the organization is becom-
ing, stretching their capabilities into the future.

• Mission – what the organization does best everyday on its way to achiev-
ing the vision; it also provides the roadmap that defines the purpose, core 
objectives and KPIs.

• Values – the guiding beliefs about how leaders and their teams behave ev-
ery day.

• Leadership  - from a view at 25,000 feet, asking strategic questions of to-
day’s plan and the plans of the future of the organization; responsible for 
predicting, listening, reflecting, adjusting and delegating throughout the 
organization in a spirit of collaboration. 

All of this change has to start with strong leadership who create an environment 
where people embrace the mission, values and vision. Leadership is responsible for 
modeling the values and creating clarity and transparency of the mission. The build-
ing blocks come together, connected through the people, the plan, the process and the 
performance. The plan’s focus is on the Strategy; the process incorporates the Structure; 
the People drive the success so staffing focus is crucial; Performance is measured through 
the Systems put in place. 

The key to a successful Strategy is to understand the value of having a strategic plan in place. 
It should create excitement. It should clarify expectations. It should set the tone for change. It 
should embrace action plans and it should give staff hope that they will be able to contribute to the 

Creating
StruCture 
Around Organizational Change
Creating structure around corporate change creates the cement that 
holds the organization together as it moves into excellence.

By Barbara Perino and Rebecca Walzak
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success of the organization. So what do you 
need to do? (Looking at it from a fresh new 
perspective) Identify the approach through 
brainstorming from the grassroots level up 
to the leadership team. Create goals; start 
with the end result in mind and work back-
wards; identifying each step that needs to 
be taken to get to the end result wanted; 
create benchmarks that are achievable.

When creating new Structures, a good 
question to ponder is: “How can we lever-
age and maximize the resources already 
in place?” And one would think to ask 
the question: “What is the value of this?” 
It invites emotional commitment. It en-
courages teamwork. It calls for expertise 
within organization and maybe outside the 
organization. It creates a mutual history of 
the organization. It promotes pride in ac-
complishment. It documents and preserves 
intellectual capital. It promotes inclusion.

New Structures can be created by imple-
menting the strategy; leveraging resources 
of the organization; maximizing the re-
sources of the organization; living out the 
Mission; fulfilling the Vision and inviting 
commitment by all.

People drive the strategy and implement 
the structure. Consequently it’s imperative 
that there is staff buy in and alignment with 
the same characteristics as the organiza-
tion’s mission and values. Focusing on the 
quality of the people who are hired and 
promoted says something about who you 
are as an organization. Leadership needs 
to know what is needed in the skill sets 
and personalities of the people who are 
brought into the organization. The value 
of focusing on People includes allowing 
for the engagement of the stakeholders. It 
allows everyone to contribute. It converts 
passive participants into informed partners. 
It changes novices into experts. It aligns 
the organization and it focuses on perfor-
mance.

The process starts by getting a pulse of 
what’s going on now in the organization. 
Answers can be found through surveys and 
360-assessments. Leadership needs to be 
open to hearing feedback and be willing 
to make changes if they are needed and 
wanted. By identifying people’s strengths, 

building strong teams, getting clarity on 
roles and expectations and working on 
changing behavior can be done through 
training and coaching. 

Finally we come to the fourth block, 
Systems which is really measuring per-
formance. Streamlining through a collab-
orative approach is the style of the future 
which is generation driven and may be hard 
for some to embrace. This is important be-
cause it clarifies the company’s objectives. 

It aligns focus throughout the organization. 
It forces deep reflection about measures 
that really matter. It promotes benchmark-
ing and the search for best practices. It 
creates ongoing action planning and it fa-
cilitates continuous improvement.

The value of reshaping Systems includes 
aligning individuals and teams; creating 
shared goals; creating a clearer focus; 
breaking down silos; allowing for inno-
vation; developing benchmarks and best 
practices throughout the organization and 
it allows for collaboration to take place.

Something to think about when con-
sidering reorganizing: (its hard work as 
significant change is not an easy process). 
It’s an unending process, not “a flavor of 
the month”. This journey becomes the 
foundation for meaningful success. It will 
take a strong leader to embrace the need 

to change, but it actually requires less ef-
fort to lead a successful organization than 
a mediocre one. Leaders can’t produce 
organizational excellence and change by 
themselves, but they can discourage it with 
no help at all. The strategies that success-
ful leaders adopt in their pursuit of excel-
lence – while always customized to their 
own organizational culture are remarkably 
similar. Embracing and acknowledging 
that trust, collaboration and inclusion are 
vital to change is important. Leadership 
must have open and honest discussions 
about the organization’s direction. They 
must believe that the value and assump-
tions being fostered are very important 
to the success of the organization. They 
must create a common understanding and 
response to the organization’s mission. 
Staff must know who you are and what you 
stand for. Leadership must believe in but 
also manifest in their actions a passion for 
the organization’s mission, vision and val-
ues. Excellence depends on deep alignment 
around the intangibles and there has to be 
consistency between value of individuals 
and the organization.

A next step could be reviewing the or-
ganization’s Core Values, Mission and 
Vision Statements. It’s important to think 
about whether everyone in the company to 
know what these are; what they stand for 
and from a leadership perspective asking 
oneself, how important is this? Leadership 
could do some self-reflection and think 
about what it takes to be a successful leader 
in the organization and get clarity on what 
the employees need to do to be successful 
in the organization. It’s a good practice to 
also list the current challenges and priori-
tize them (these show up on company as-
sessments very clearly if the assessment is 
taken by everyone in the organization). An 
independent impartial third party should 
be used to compile the results. From these 
discoveries, a thriving culture can be de-
fined by acknowledging what will have 
to change and be implemented and define 
why this is important. Creating structure 
around ownership of leaders driving the 
change through teamwork, timelines, ac-
countability and creating action items will 

“Leadership 
needs to be 
open to hearing 
feedback and be 
willing to make 
changes if they 
are needed and 
wanted.”
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The good news is that the emergence 
of new technologies such as cloud and 
mobile computing makes the prospect of 
change very appealing. But like a kid in a 
candy store, it can be overwhelming for 
a lender to know exactly what pieces of 
technology are going to have the great-
est impact on their business. Given this 
context, lenders need a better way to un-
derstand technology and what it means 
for their business. They need to have the 
insight and objectivity that allows them to 
understand the root causes of problems 
before they begin looking for solutions. 
An Enterprise Process Assessment (EPA) 
presents a model for lenders to evaluate 
technology and the process changes it in-
duces, but within a tangible and measur-
able framework.

Why are lenders contemplating major 

technology upgrades? There are a number 
of forces that are motivating lenders to 
make major changes to their technology. 
According to a recent survey released by 
QuestSoft, nearly one in five lenders is 
looking to change their entire loan origi-

nation software (LOS) in 2012, almost 
double the rate of years past. Merely con-
templating a change in LOS technology 
involves a considerable amount of time 
and resources, so the growing number 
of lenders that are putting themselves in 

a position to implement a new LOS indi-
cates that a significant market shift is tak-
ing place. 

There are several factors driving 
lenders to search for new solutions in-
cluding increased regulatory and compli-

ance demands, shrinking profit margins, 
vendor consolidation and the emergence 
of new technologies. For certain, the af-
termath of the mortgage meltdown has 
forced lenders to scrutinize the capa-
bilities of their technology to keep pace 
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More lenders than ever are contemplating 
major technology upgrades as a way to boost 
their business efficiencies, even to the extent of 
rebooting their entire strategic plan.

“ “

allow for change to occur successfully. 
If this seems overwhelming, get an im-
partial third party to help in creating the 
processes and structures.

The old ways of doing things are 
changing and being driven by govern-
ment intervention. Transparency, open 
communication and regulatory require-
ments are mandating a whole new nor-
mal way of conducting business. How do 
you embrace this as a leader?

“People want guidance, not rhetoric. 
They need to know what the plan of ac-
tion is, and how it will be implemented. 
They want to be given responsibility to 
help solve the problem and authority to 
act on it,” said Howard Schultz in Pour 
Your Heart Into It: How Starbucks Built 
a Company One Cup at a Time. ❖
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The Nimble
Will Survive
The Nimble
Will Survive

As many lenders rethink their LOS, Daniel 
Liggett of ASC details what type of LOS is 
needed to ensure a lender’s future success.

As the mortgage industry starts a slow 
path toward recovery, research shows 
that lenders are reevaluating their 

technology. According to a QuestSoft survey of 
461 lenders nationwide, 18.7 percent of lenders 
are considering changing their LOS in the next 

12 months. To put this into perspective, 
this is the highest percentage looking 

to switch in the six years that
QuestSoft has been 

conducting this 
survey.

ExECutivE intErviEw
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So, what is an LOS to do? Just this year 
ASC had an extensive upgrade of its LOS 
called PowerLender. That update was built 
not just to prepare lenders for today, but to 
also prepare them for tomorrow. The suc-
cessful LOS has to be the one that helps 
lenders stay ahead of the game. Daniel 
Liggett of ASC talked to us about Power-
Lender and the state of the LOS technol-
ogy space. Here are his thoughts:

Q: How do lenders make their buying 
decisions today when it comes to an 
LOS? And how does that compare to just  
12 months ago?

DANIEL LIGGETT: Everyone is looking at the 
bottom line. Lenders look at licensing fees, 
installation fees, etc. We’re seeing a shift 
where lenders look a lot at upfront fees 
and maintenance, today vs. just six months 
ago. From there they look at how quickly 
I can get this in. Turnkey systems are in 
vs. a more customizable system. Factors 
like cost, implementation timeframe and 
functionality are issues as well. There is 
less emphasis on configurability.

Why this new mentality? Their eco-
nomic conditions are facilitating a very 
cost-effective decision-making process. 
Lenders have a lack of resources because 
of the downturn and increased competitive 
pressure. Decisions around buying an LOS 
are made under these pretenses today. For 
providers that offer a more robust solution, 
they need to educate lenders about why 
they should go with that type of system. 
Lenders have a more short-term mentality 
today because margins are thin and they’re 
not adding staff.

Q: How do you educate a lender to think 
more long term?

DANIEL LIGGETT: It truly is an education 
process. You can see the light bulb go off 
when they understand it. With a turnkey 
solution every workaround costs money. If 
the workflow is not tailored to your pro-
cess, you will either have to do something 
manually or program a workaround. Your 
system has to adapt to the way you do busi-

ness. It’s also important to show the value 
of having one system for all of your needs 
instead of having one system for residen-
tial lending, one for commercial, one for 
auto, etc. At that point lenders start to see 
the true value. You really can have it all, 
you don’t have to settle.

The lack of functionality in other sys-
tems that are turnkey and don’t allow you 
to do all types of lending results in lend-
ers paying more for that system over time. 
Lenders can’t react to changing conditions 
without more advanced functionality. 
Further, more flexible systems can ac-
commodate more seamless integrations to 
other third-party providers that you need to 
reach to do your business. You get quick 
data transfer back into the LOS. So, you 
are closing the door on errors, you’re clos-
ing the door on redundant data entry and 
you can quickly add that new offering or 
integrate to that new partner. 

You’re going to get what you pay for. 
It’s a bold statement to make, especially 
now, but it’s true. We’ve been doing this 
for many decades and we’ve noticed that 
those lenders that opt for a turnkey LOS 
switch more frequently. We have custom-
ers using our system for 15 years. When 
you look at ROI, look long term.

Q: What’s your long-term vision for mort-
gage lending?

DANIEL LIGGETT: Certainly compliance is a 
big issue. As lenders have to do more with 
less, they are going to need a system that 
adapts to them. We’re also seeing more 
and more lenders putting data in the cloud. 
That’s where we’re taking PowerLender. 
You’ll see extensive integration to third 

parties, secure document delivery, imag-
ing, centralized data repositories, etc. You 
need to push a button and transfer data. 
Your system should also be both secure 
and simple to use.

We want to arm our product to be able to 
handle what the future brings. That is very 
powerful. You want to easily introduce new 
loan products and handle compliance. You 
also may want to get into indirect lending 
without a lot of to-do. You want to make 
those changes without being hamstrung 
by your technology. In short, we’ll always 
add new functionality, but any good sys-
tem needs to be able to respond quickly to 
virtually anything. 

Q: You talk about flexibility. Talk about how 
that allows you to deal with new rules?

DANIEL LIGGETT: We have a team dedicated 
to compliance. For example, with ULDD 
we were the first to comply and when the 
specs changed multiple times, we were 
right there. We got early adoption and 
passed all the GSE’s tests. In terms of the 
new CFPB forms, that’s a necessity that 
we have to address. We are business rules 
based so we can deliver changes quickly 
as compared to an older system that would 
have to be coded over. Lenders are never 
waiting for this one patch or release to be 
compliant, we’re always early.

When we talk about the industry signifi-
cance of the changes it sometimes seems 
like change for the sake of change. It seems 
like 50% of what we do is respond to 
regulatory change. It is getting to the point 
where we are getting over-regulated, but 
what can you do? This does add a new bur-
den to the lender, but we are adapting and 

Daniel Liggett serves as Director of Client Services for 
Associated Software Consultants’ PowerLender Loan 
Origination & Processing System. He has more than 20 
years experience in mortgage lending and loan automation 
systems. Danny oversees the configuration, training, support 
and project management efforts for loan origination and 
secondary marketing at ASC and serves as a development 
and marketing advisor.
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helping our lenders comply. The changes 
are enacted with good intensions and all 
we can do is roll with it.

Q: PowerLender just went to market with 
a new release. What are the high points 
behind that release? Why should lenders 
care?

DANIEL LIGGETT: This release includes 
ULDD. There are user interface enhance-
ments, an improved user experience, 
integration with e-signatures for disclo-
sures, etc. The message for lenders is that 
workflow changes are even easier. You can 
role out business rules changes much more 
quickly. We’ve also added new reports and 
the ability to create ad hoc reports. We get 
a lot of input from clients. Because of the 
flexible makeup of the system, we can up-
grade our clients much faster without any 
disruption. The upgrade is not a lot of work 
for the lender. Further, the PowerLender 
Document Center allows lenders to go 
paperless. We can send data to imaging 
systems, core systems, etc. We can easily 
send data back and forth for both indexing 
and storage. Why is that important? The 

grand ideal is the paperless mortgage. This 
upgrade helps lenders get there. 

Q: Talking about the future, what will  
the LOS of the future look and act like in 
your view?

DANIEL LIGGETT: We believe very strongly 
that for a lender to effectively compete they 
need one system that is highly adaptable. 
The LOS of the future has to eliminate 
manual processes. Your system should also 
be able to process and automate any loan 
that you can think of. It has to comply with 
MISMO standards and facilitate a sharing 
of documents. XML information and docu-
ment exchange is here and that’s the future. 
Certainly any system of the future has to 
comply with all regulatory changes.

The future LOS is about SaaS. We’re 
seeing a lot of interest in SaaS. Integrations 
should talk back and forth and transfer 
data to populate a loan record. Your LOS 
should be end-to-end. The service organi-
zation behind the LOS is just as important 
though. Lenders need guidance. Lenders 
need a technology partner. Lenders need 
quality service. ❖

Industry Predictions
Daniel Liggett thinks:

1 Interest rates should remain 
stable based on the slow 

economy and 2012 being 
an election year, therefore 
mortgage lending volumes will 
remain steady.

2 With the refinance boom 
slowing down, we expect 

loan products to expand to 
attract new business. Lenders 
whose technology allows them 
to quickly react to changing 
market conditions will fare best.

3 The impact of continuing 
regulatory changes and 

market competition will force 
lenders to increase efficiencies 
using advanced technology. 
These factors will also prompt 
industry consolidation.
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T he Consumer Financial Protection 
Bureau (CFPB) recently issued pro-

posed rules which are a key area of focus 
and concern for the financial services in-
dustry. The 1,100-page document proposes 
two new disclosures: the Loan Estimate and 
the Closing Disclosure. These disclosures 
will be a direct result of the combination of 
the Early Truth-in-Lending Disclosure and 
Good Faith Estimate (Loan Estimate) as 
well as the combination of the Final Truth-
in-Lending Disclosure with the HUD-1 
(Closing Disclosure). 

The proposed changes stem, in part, 
from (i) the often difficult (for borrowers) 
to understand information contained in the 
various opening and closing disclosures 
and (ii) from the complexities lenders face 
in ensuring compliance with the underlying 
requirements for the disclosures. A result of 
these issues has been that not only are the 
disclosures confusing for consumers, but 
also lenders have found them burdensome 
and time consuming to explain. 

To make the disclosures easier for the con-
sumer to understand and to use for compari-

son shopping, the CFPB has proposed forms 
with clearer language and a well-thought, 
focus group tested design. The result is 
shaping up to be a set of disclosures that 
clearly highlights key information, such as 
total interest paid, loan features, loan costs, 
and more. This is done in a way that is much 
more intuitively clear and that better equips 
consumers and lenders with information 
necessary to decide whether the consumer 
can afford the loan. In addition to specifying 
the combined disclosure data, the proposed 
rule also provides a detailed explanation of 
how disclosures are to be filled out and used, 
as an earnest measure to avoid the level of 
industry confusion and frustration with the 
Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act (RE-
SPA) changes in 2010. 

While the goal of the new rules is to alle-
viate confusion and errors on the consumers’ 
end of the mortgage process, the initial ef-
fect on lenders will not be so beneficial. The 
same timing provisions that allow consum-
ers ample and consistent amounts of time to 
review the documents will put added pres-
sure on lenders in the production and release 

Everyone will be challenged to comply 
with the new CFPB forms and rules, 
but there is a way to win out.

By Reid Smeda, Sr.

CFPBStay Ahead Of The
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As a means of coping with the changes, in 
many cases, lenders will need to reevaluate 
their document creation processes and 
make the changes necessary to suit the 
stricter requirements. 

The CFPB has been laser focused on 
making the new disclosures easier for both 
consumer and lender to understand and 
use. Although these changes will (hope-
fully) greatly diminish confusion and 
redundancy, implementation will require 
lenders, mortgage brokers, and settlement 
agents to make substantial changes to their 
loan solutions and expend resources to re-
train their staff. There will be many hard 
and soft costs – at least in the short- and 
medium-terms.  This WILL be an expen-
sive undertaking.  

To help put a bit of a finer point on the 
costs, it has been estimated by industry 
leaders that the cost of implementing the 
new disclosure requirements will be be-
tween $2 and $2.5 million per solution 
provider to implement these changes.  This 
does not yet account for the hard costs 

that will be borne by lenders.  Millions of 
dollars of costs before we even get to the 
expenses directly paid by lenders.  That is 
a bit scary.

Even without knowing the costs, it is the 
burden of the lenders to decide how best 
to adjust their practices and standard op-
erating procedures to make the transition 
as smoothly as possible. Not only will the 
proposed rules consume monetary resourc-
es, but they will also involve a great deal 
of time allocation by financial institutions, 
adding strain that is much less easily quan-
tified, but undoubtedly costly nonetheless.  
But of even greater consequence, greater 
by far, are the compliance, litigation, repu-
tation, and transactional risks arising from 
failing to execute the new requirements 
accurately and efficiently – not to mention 
the anticipated “tweaks” that will be made 
in the months following the effective date 
of the new disclosure requirements.

Shift thE foCuS
While all lenders will feel significant 
pressure as related to the time allocations 
and resource expenditures necessary for 
hiring and training staff and for selecting 
and implementing the best solutions (and 
partner) to compliantly meet the seem-
ingly overwhelming changes required by 
the rules, not all lenders will feel the same 
pain.  Specifically, lenders who are current-
ly using static documents (i.e., forms with 
checkboxes and non-dynamic content) will 
be challenged by the palpable risks and ex-
penses arising from attempting to respond 
to the changes with the same document 
solutions and thought processes they were 
using prior to the proposal – specifically, 
solutions and thought processes that were 
built and rely upon templates and docu-
ment images rather than on the data that 
needs to be disclosed. 

Lenders using static document solutions 
will want to find a new way to disclose the 
information required by the CFPB for the 
Loan Estimate and Closing Disclosure. If 
they continue to rely on the old technol-
ogy, keeping up with the fast-paced and 
complex changes will border on (or actu-
ally cross the line of) being impossible.  

In addition to template document updates 
every time a new agency Q&A or staff in-
terpretation is issued, lenders will be left 
to their own devices to monitor the static 
documents for completeness and accuracy 
in all of the various transaction types that 
need to be accounted for. 

When the nature of the current financial 
environment is taken into account, it is rea-
sonable to assume that there will be many 
additional changes to document require-
ments forthcoming.  This will not be the 
last time lenders will be expected to make 
major (and costly) adjustments to remain 
in compliance with regulatory demands.

it’S SCary but it Can bE oK…
Rather than fighting the effects of the new 
data disclosure requirements, it will serve 
lenders to find ways to adapt and prepare 
for more to come. In order to stay on top 
of the coming changes, lenders would be 
well served to implement solutions that can 
easily, quickly and nimbly adapt when nec-
essary. The only way that financial institu-
tions will be able to cope with the various 
upcoming changes is to move away from 
solutions that enact changes one document 
template at a time and start utilizing a dy-
namic data-driven solution that will read-
ily adapt to the plethora of changes yet to 
come. 

As a means for understanding how and 
why this type of solution will be immense-
ly beneficial to lenders when bracing for 
the changes to come, it is helpful to look at 
what the “data-driven” solution offers that 
traditional document solutions simply do 
not and cannot.  

A data-driven solution for mortgage 
lending will not only manage current and 
future compliance risks, but also simplifies 
business processes and allows financial 
institutions to extend the profitability of 
mortgage lending products. The way that 
this solution accomplishes this task is by 
eliminating the need for the traditional 
forms and templates that lenders are used 
to and focuses instead on the information. 
As a result, updates are faster and more 
consistent.

Additionally, data-driven solutions have 

“While the goal 
of the new rules 
is to alleviate 
confusion and 
errors on the 
consumers’ end 
of the mortgage 
process, the 
initial effect on 
lenders will not 
be so beneficial.”
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built-in compliance. This means that infor-
mation about a transaction is validated as 
it is supplied so that accurate and complete 
data drive the generation of the necessary 
disclosures the first time and every time – 
mitigating the training risks for a lender’s 
staff and negating the risk of incomplete 
data disclosure in violation of the legal re-
quirements.  This aspect of the data-driven 
solution results in perfect transaction docu-
mentation for lenders and in the process 
mitigates risk for both lender and consum-
er.  The result is less training expense, less 
implementation expense and less financial 
exposure for failing to comply.

When stripped down to bare bones, the 
data-driven solution allows the lender to 
focus on the transaction rather than the 
document. Rather than having to produce 
templates for each specific document 
needed, the lender uses the data provided 
to lead the transaction process. This intui-
tive process saves a great deal of time and 
significantly reduces the volume of docu-
ments necessary for the lender’s mortgage 
library. Implementing this type of solution 
equips lenders with the flexibility neces-
sary to adapt for industry-wide changes yet 
to come. 

Documents are driven by the data that is 
needed for a specific transaction. This rep-
resents a new paradigm, as we throw away 
the picture of the document and focus on 
the data required to manage the transaction 
risks. The document builds itself dynami-
cally, so the result is always configured to 
match the parameters of the transaction in 
question. Processes and workflows can be 
simplified delivering greater value to lend-
ers and their customers. 

The value of a system that assembles 
documents based on information about 
the specific transaction is paramount. Data 
is an underlying theme of the CFPB’s 
proposed rule for the new disclosures.  A 
seamless application of industry knowl-
edge, business logic, compliance rules, and 
leading data-driven document technologies 
can transform how documentation is pre-
pared. Built-in compliance means that in-
formation about a transaction is validated 
as it is entered so that lenders can assemble 

accurate documents. 
At the end of the day, will it be costly 

for lenders to prepare for and to comply 
with the new disclosure requirements?  
Yes.  Can lenders make choices now that 
will minimize those hard and soft costs? 
Yes.  But these things are only possible 
when the concept of “template” documents 
is replaced with the paradigm of the new 
disclosure requirements – data: disclosing 
to customers the data that equips them to 
compare and understand the terms of their 
credit options.

thE finiSh LinE
Suffice it to say, the future of successfully 
documenting financial transactions in-
volves applying technology in innovative 
ways to create solutions that bring together 
the applicable rules, requirements and best 
practices in ways that are flexible enough 

to meet your institution’s specific business 
needs as relate to managing transaction 
level risks and winning more business. 

Lenders must come to terms with the 
fact that the financial industry is undergo-
ing changes and will continue to do so far 
into the foreseeable future. Rather than try 
to adapt one change at a time, it will be far 
more efficient and much less prone to er-
rors and frequent changes to implement 
documentation solutions that will allow for 
the flexibility necessary to stay on course 
when changes are introduced. A dynamic 
data-driven solution is necessary first step 
in bracing lenders for what is yet to come.   
Focus on the data.  Focus on the transaction.  
Focus on developing close personal work-
ing relationships with a partner that can lead 
and walk along side you to implement the 
hundreds of new rules that will be coming 
in the weeks, months and years ahead. ❖
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